In this report we will consider some recent developments of the quantum model of brain [1, 2, 3, 4] which include dissipative dynamics [5] and time dependent frequency of the electric dipole wave quanta (dwq) [6] . The dissipative quantum model of brain has been recently investigated [7] also in relation with the possibility of modeling neural networks exhibiting collective dynamics and long range correlations among the net units. The study of such a quantum dynamical features for neural nets is of course of great interest either in connection with computational neuroscience, either in connection with quantum computational strategies based on quantum evolution (quantum computation). On the other hand, further developments of the quantum model of brain, on which here we do not report, show attractive features also related with the rôle of microtubules in brain activity [8, 9, 10] .
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In previous works [1, 2, 3, 5] it has been considered the case of time independent frequencies associated to each dwq. A more general case is the one where time dependent frequencies are also considered. Such a case is of course more appropriate to realistic situations where the dwq may undergo a number of fluctuating interactions with other quanta and then their characteristic frequency may accordingly change in time. The study of the dissipative model with time dependent frequency leads to a number of interesting new features some of which we will briefly discuss in the following.
Let us first summarize few aspects of the quantum brain model. We remind that the observable specifying the ordered state is called the order parameter and acts as a macroscopic variable for the system. The order parameter is specific of the kind of symmetry into play and may thus be considered as a code specifying the vacuum or ground state of the system. The value of the order parameter is related with the density of condensed Goldstone bosons in the vacuum and specifies the phase of the system with relation to the considered symmetry. Since physical properties are different for different phases, also the value of the order parameter may be considered as a code number specifying the system state.
In the quantum model of brain the information storage function is represented by the coding of the ground state through the condensation of the dipole wave quanta.
Suppose a vacuum of specific code number has been selected by the printing of a specific information. The brain then sets in that state and no other vacuum state is successively accessible for recording another information, unless the external stimulus carrying the new information produces a phase transition to the vacuum specified by the new code number. This will destroy the previously stored information, we have overprinting: vacua labeled by different code numbers are accessible only through a sequence of phase transitions from one to another one of them.
It can be shown [5] that by taking into account the fact that the brain is an open system one may reach a solution to the problem of memory capacity: infinitely many vacua are accessible to memory printing in such a way that in a sequential information recording the successive printing of information does not destroy the previously recorded ones; a huge memory capacity is thus achieved.
In the quantum brain model spontaneous breakdown of dipole rotational symmetry is triggered by the coupling of the brain with external stimuli. Let us remark that once the dipole rotational symmetry has been broken (and information has thus been recorded), then, as a consequence, time-reversal symmetry is also broken: Before the information recording process, the brain can in principle be in anyone of the infinitely many (unitarily inequivalent) vacua. After information has been recorded, the brain state is completely determined and the brain cannot be brought to the state configuration in which it was before the information printing occurred. Thus, the same fact of getting information introduces the arrow of time into brain dynamics. Due to memory printing process time evolution of the brain states is intrinsically irreversible. Getting information introduces a partition in the time evolution, it introduces the distinction between the past and the future, a distinction which did not exist before the information recording.
Let us now illustrate in more details how the quantum dissipation formalism [5] allows to solve the overprinting problem in the quantum model of brain.
The mathematical treatment of quantum dissipation requires the "doubling"of the degrees of freedom of the dissipative system. Let A κ andÃ κ denote the dwq mode and its "doubled mode", respectively. TheÃ mode is the "time-reversed mirror image" of the A mode and represents the environment mode. Let N Aκ and NÃ κ denote the number of A κ modes andÃ κ modes, respectively.
Taking into account dissipativity requires that the memory state, identified with the vacuum |0 > N , is a condensate of equal number of A κ andÃ κ modes, for any κ : such a requirement ensures in fact that the flow of the energy exchanged between the system and the environment is balanced. Thus, the difference between the number of tilde and non-tilde modes must be zero: N Aκ − NÃ κ = 0, for any κ. Note that the label N in the vacuum symbol |0 > N specifies the set of integers {N Aκ , f or any κ} which indeed defines the "initial value" of the condensate, namely the code number associated to the information recorded at time t 0 = 0. Note now that the requirement N Aκ − NÃ κ = 0, for any κ, does not uniquely fix the set {N Aκ , f or any κ}.
, f or any κ} ensures the energy flow balance and therefore also |0 > N ′ is an available memory state: it will correspond however to a different code number (i.e.N ′ ) and therefore to a different information than the one of code N . Thus, infinitely many memory (vacuum) states, each one of them corresponding to a different code N , may exist: A huge number of sequentially recorded informations may coexist without destructive interference since infinitely many vacua |0 > N , for all N , are independently accessible in the sequential recording process. The "brain (ground) state" may be represented as the collection (or the superposition) of the full set of memory states |0 > N , for all N .
In summary, one may think of the brain as a complex system with a huge number of macroscopic states (the memory states). The degeneracy among the vacua |0 > N plays a crucial rôle in solving the problem of memory capacity. The dissipative dynamics introduces N -coded "replicas" of the system and information printing can be performed in each replica without destructive interference with previously recorded informations in other replicas. In the nondissipative case the "N -freedom" is missing and consecutive information printing produces overprinting.
We remind that it does not exist in the infinite volume limit any unitary transformation which may transform one vacuum of code N into another one of code N ′ : this fact, which is a typical feature of QFT, guarantees that the corresponding printed informations are indeed different or distinguishable informations ( N is a good code) and that each information printing is also protected against interference from other information printing (absence of confusion among informations). The effect of finite (realistic) size of the system may however spoil unitary inequivalence. In the case of open systems, in fact, transitions among (would be) unitary inequivalent vacua may occur (phase transitions) for large but finite volume, due to coupling with external environment. The inclusion of dissipation leads thus to a picture of the system "living over many ground states" (continuously undergoing phase transitions). It is to be noticed that even very weak (although above a certain threshold) perturbations may drive the system through its macroscopic configurations. In this way, occasional (random) weak perturbations are recognized to play an important rôle in the complex behavior of the brain activity. The possibility of transitions among different vacua is a feature of the model which is not completely negative: smoothing out the exact unitary inequivalence among memory states has the advantage of allowing the familiar phenomenon of the "association" of memories: once transitions among dif-ferent memory states are "slightly" allowed the possibility of associations ("following a path of memories") becomes possible. Of course, these "transitions" should only be allowed up to a certain degree in order to avoid memory "confusion" and difficulties in the process of storing "distinct" informations.
According to the original quantum brain model [1] , the recall process is described as the excitation of dwq modes under an external stimulus which is "essentially a replication signal" of the one responsible for memory printing. When dwq are excited the brain "consciously feels" the presence of the condensate pattern in the corresponding coded vacuum. The replication signal thus acts as a probe by which the brain "reads" the printed information. Since the replication signal is represented in terms ofÃ-modes [5] these modes act in such a reading as the "address" of the information to be recalled. In this connection, we also observe that the dwq may acquire an effective non-zero mass due to the effects of the system finite size. Such an effective mass will then act as a threshold in the excitation energy of dwq so that, in order to trigger the recall process an energy supply equal or greater than such a threshold is required. When the energy supply is lower than the required threshold a "difficulty in recalling" may be experienced. At the same time, however, the threshold may positively act as a "protection" against unwanted perturbations (including thermalization) and cooperate to the stability of the memory state. In the case of zero threshold any replication signal could excite the recalling and the brain would fall in a state of "continuous flow of memories".
We observe that we are considering memory states associated to the ground states and therefore of long life-time. These states have a finite (although long) life-time because of dissipativity. Then, at some time t = τ , conveniently larger than the memory life-time, the memory state |0 > N is reduced to the "empty" vacuum |0 > 0 where N κ = 0 for all κ: the information has been forgotten. At the time t = τ the state |0 > 0 is available for recording a new information. It is interesting to observe that in order to not completely forget certain information, one needs to "restore" the N code, namely to "refresh" the memory by brushing up the subject (external stimuli maintained memory). We thus see how another familiar feature of memory can find a possible explanation in the dissipative quantum model of brain.
It can be shown that the evolution of the memory state is controlled by the entropy variations: this feature indeed reflects the irreversibility of time evolution (breakdown of time-reversal symmetry) characteristic of dissipative systems, namely the choice of a privileged direction in time evolution (arrow of time). Moreover, the stationary condition for the free energy functional leads to recognize the memory state |0(t) > N to be a finite temperature state [11] . The dissipative quantum brain model thus also brings us to the possibility of thermodynamic considerations in the brain activity.
Until now we have considered the case of time independent dwq frequencies. In the case of time dependent frequencies one finds [6] that dwq of different momentum k acquire different life-time values. Modes with longer life-time are the ones with higher momentum. Since the momentum goes as the reciprocal of the distance over which the mode can propagate, this means that modes with shorter range of propagation will survive longer. On the contrary, modes with longer range of propagation will decay sooner. The scenario becomes then particularly interesting since this mechanism may produce the formation of ordered domains of finite different sizes with different degree of stability: smaller domains would be the more stable ones. Remember now that the regions over which the dwq propagate are the domains where ordering (i.e. symmetry breakdown) is produced. Thus we arrive at the dynamic formation of a hierarchy (according to their life-time or equivalently to their sizes) of ordered domains. Since in our case "ordering" corresponds to the recording process, we have that the recording of specific information related to dwq of specific momentum k may be "localized" in a domain of size proportional to 1/k, and thus we also have a dynamically generated hierarchy of memories. This might fit some neurophysiological observations by which some specific memories seem to belong to certain regions of the brain and some other memories seem to have more diffused localization. We thus see how the dissipative quantum dynamics leads to a dynamic organization of the memories in space (i.e. in their domain of localization) and in time (i.e. in their persistence or life-time).
One more remark has to do with the "competition" between the frequency term and the dissipative term in the dwq equation. Such a competition (i.e. which term dominates over the other one) may result in a smoothing out of the dissipative term, which may become then even negligible, or, on the contrary, in the enhancement of its dynamical rôle. In the former case, according to the discussion in the present chapter, we should expect a lowering of the memory capacity which could manifest in a sensible "confusion" of memories, a difficulty in memorizing, a difficulty in recalling, namely those "pathologies" arising from the lost of the many degenerate and inequivalent vacua due to the lost of dissipativity. In the latter case, the memory capacity would be maintained high, but the hierarchy of memory life-time would result in a strong inhibition of small momenta, i.e. the number of smaller domains would be greater than the number of larger ones. Since smaller domains have longer life-time, we see that more persistent memories would be favored with respect to short-range memories. Which in some circumstances also corresponds to a commonly experienced phenomenon. To such a situation would correspond an higher degree of localization of memories, but also more sensible finite volume effects corresponding to effective non-zero mass for the dwq and therefore again difficulties in recalling.
The competition or the balance between the frequency term and the dissipative term in the dwq equation is controlled by parameters whose values cannot be fixed by the model dynamics. They have to be given by some external input of biochemical nature. It is quite interesting that the dissipative quantum model contains such freedom in setting the values for such parameters. We recall that Takahashi, Stuart and Umezawa did suggested that the formation of ordered domains could play a significant rôle in establishing the bridge between the basic dynamics and the biomolecular phenomenology. Work along this direction is in progress.
